Introduction
Let X=(X 1 ..... Xk) be a random vector (r.v.) in the k-dimensional Euclidean space Rk, k> 1, with zero mean and non-singular covariance matrix M. Further, let X (1) ..... X (n) be a sequence of independent r.v.'s in R k with the same distributions as X. Then the normed sum Yn=n-89 is approximately normally distributed with zero mean and eovarianee matrix M. BergstrSm [3] has shown that if Fn(x), x E Rk, is the d.f. of Y~, and (I)(x) is the corresponding normal d.f. then, if the moments of the third order are finite:
where C is a constant only depending on the moments of X. Esseen [8] Under the same condition, R. R. Rao [7] has announced without proof the result [ Fn(B)-O(B)I ~< C n-X/2(log n)~ where fl=(k-1)/2(k+l), valid uniformly for all convex Borel sets Bc Rk, and also the expansion of Fn(B) in powers of n -1/2 given in Theorem 4, but with the remainder term 0(n-(8-2)/~(log n)(k-1)/2). If the d.f. of X either has an absolutely continuous component or is of lattice type, it is possible to prove local limit theorems, that is, limit theorems for the density function of the absolutely continuous component of . Fn(x ) or for probabilities corresponding to the lattice points of Fn(x). By integrating (summing) the remainder terms in theorems of this type, A. Bikjalis [4, 5] has obtained integral limit theorems for arbitrary Borel sets and for arbitrary subsets of the lattice set of Fn(x) respectively.
has studied F,~(A)=~a dF,~(x)
In the present paper, I shall prove two generalizations of (1) (Theorems 1 and 2) by a method which is entirely different from the one used by Bergstr6m, who considers an expansion of (F,,(x)-r (convolution), together with an estimation of Weierstrass's singular integral. Theorems 3 and 4 give, as mentioned above, estimates of F=(B) for arbitrary Borel sets and for convex Borel sets respectively, when the moments of order r, 2 <r ~< 3, or of order s, s/> 3, are finite.
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Convergence of characteristic functions
The basic fact, upon which all my estimations are based, is the convergence of the characteristic function (ch.f.) of Yn towards that of dP(x).
If F(x), x E R k and fit), t E Rk are the d.f. and ch.f. of X, that is 
to, all t with I tl </~ ~;~-
for all t with [t I ~ K ~n.
By K, ~ and C we denote here and in what follows unspecified positive constants only depending on k, s and the moments of X. d(n,t) is bounded by one for all n and t, and limn~o~ d(n,t)=limt_~ 0 d(n,t)=0. P~(it) are polynomials in it, the coefficients of which are independent of n and functions of the moments of X (cf. yon Bahr [1] ).
We shall also need estimates for the derivatives of/n(t). We define for each k-tuple of non-negative integers m = (m 1 (2) 
Omhn(t) = (gn(t) + hn(t))n -~/~ ~ nJ-~(t/Vn)T, --O,~gn(t) v=l where h~(t)=/n(t)--gn(t). (g,(t) is defined by
where Pv(-D) is the differential operator obtained from P~(it) by replacing itj by -~laxj.
Main formula
Let H(x) = F(x) -G(x), where F(x) is a d.f. and G(x) is of bounded variation in Rk, and take two positive integrable functions Q(x), x E R k and q(t), t E R~ such that q(t) is the Fourier Transform (F.T.) of Q(x):
We then define function HT (X) for T > 0 by 
= fnk Q(y) S(x + y/T)dy
h~(t) =q( -t/T) h(t)
and thus HT(X ) is absolutely continuous with the "density function"
p~(x)
If the indicator function of B
1, xEB VB(x) = O, x~B
is integrable, and its F.T. is vB (t), we obtain from Parseval's relation 
HT(B)
This formula is fundamental, and will be used to estimate H(B) out of h(t), when H(x) =H~(x)= Fn(x ) -Gn(x ) and h(t)=h~(t). First, however, we must produce a relationship between HT(B), H(B) and T, and we shall do this in different ways when B is a "rectangle" with the sides parallel to the coordinate planes, and when B is an arbitrary integrable Borel set.
Rectangles: preliminaries
where Ql(X) and ql(t) are functions of one variable satisfying the conditions
We may, for instance, take From (4) we obtain
HT(R1)=fR Q(Y)H(RI+y/T)dy=fK+ fK=II+I~
where K is the cube {y: lYJI ~< a, 1 ~<j~<k} and K' is its complement. If yEK, then 
R I+y/TD R, and thus F(R 1 +y/T) >~ F(R).
Further, by simple calculations k 2a
G(R 1 + y/T) <~ G(R) + 2 L ~ VIc
and thus
H(R 1 + y/T) >~ H(R) -eL/2T, yEK.
We now choose a so that .~KQ(y)dy = ~, SK, Q(y)dy = 89 and obtain
>~ ~ (H (R) -cL/2T) >~ ~ (~' -cL/2T). I H(R, + y/T)[ <<. ~ for all y, and thus [12 [ < ~/3. We now get ~r ~> [Hr (RI) ] >~ ~((~' -cL/2T) -~/3
for every 5' <~, that is
< 3(~T + cL/T.
If H(R) <~0, we take R~ = {x:aj+a/T<~xj<~bj-a/T, 1 ~<j~<k} (which may be empty)
and proceed in a similar way.
Rectangles: results
We are now ready to prove the following two generalizations of BergstrSm's result (1). 
Theorem I. I] fir < ~ , 2 < r <~ 3, then
IF. (x) -r I < Cn -(~-2)/2.
Proo/. Since sup IH(x)l <~ sup [H(R)I, it suffices to show that ~<~Cn -(~-2,/2 with H(x) =Fn(x ) -(I)(x)
.
HT(R) = (2~)-k ~ ( ~[ e-uj%--uj~j ) jR~ ~j=, -it---j q~(-tj/T) h(t)dt.
We now define projection operators Pj, 1 ~<?' ~< k, such that Pit, t E Rk, is the projection of t in the plane tj=O. ~re also define for every function a(t), tERk, Pja(t)= a(Pjt). The operators Pj evidently satisfy the following relations:
P~Pja(t) =PjP, a(t) Ps(a(t)b(t) ) = (Pja(t) ) (Pjb(t) )
Psc(t) =c(t) if c(t) is independent of t s
We now put
where the summation is taken over all different partitions (F,A) of the index set (1, 2, ..., k). We put II~ A PAt =tr (the projection of t in the subspace Rr spanned by tr, ~ E F). It suffices in (7) to sum over all non-empty F, for if F is empty, then tr = 0 and h(tr)=0 according to Lemma 1 a. We thus get
(1 -e-=t, Pr) h(tr)dtr.
~r -itr
The integral over Rr is independent of t~, 2 E A, and the integral over RA is uniformly bounded, according to the inversion formula for d.f.'s. Because gl(-tr/T) =0 when I t~l > T, we get
ItTl<~ T 7e F 7eF
~t~(1 -P,)h(tr).
From Lemma i a and Lemma 2 a with Om= ~/~t, we easily get v=l and using Lemma 3, we obtain in the same way the following theorem.
I(1 -e ~t~p,)h(tr)] <~ Cn -(r 2)/~]t.]e-~rtrl~
H(x)=F~(x)-
1+ ~ n-'/eP~(-D) r and T=n("-l)/e/~,
Theorem 2. 1[ fls < oo, s integer >~ 3, and i//(t) satis/ies the condition (C), then
where d(n) <~ 1 and lim=~ d(n) = O.
Borel sets: introduction
Fn(B ) is a positive measure, defined at least on the class B of Borel sets Bc Rk.
It may be natural to expect that the difference Fn(B)-(I)(B) tends to zero for all B E B when n -~ c~. This, however, is not the fact, as is shown by the following example.
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Let X be purely discontinuous and let B be the denumerable set of all points x E Rk with F~({x)) >0, some n >~ 1. Then (I)(B) =0, but Fn(B) = 1 for all n ~> 1. Nevertheless, we shall now estimate the difference F,~(B)-(I)(B) for arbitrary Borel sets B, but convergence to zero will thus heavily depend on the set B.
Parallel sets
Let B E B and e > 0. We define the exterior parallel set B~ as 
Borel sets: preliminaries
We now choose the two functions Q(x) and q(t) in (4) According to the inversion formula for F.T.'s, q(t) and all its derivatives are continuous, and thus vanish when I t l ~> 1.
Now, if H(x)=F(x)-G(x), x ERk, where F(x) is a d.f. and G(x) is of bounded variation, and if HT(X) is given by (4), we define for every Borel set B: a(B) = sup H(B + z) z~Rk --b(B) = inf H(B + z) ZeRk dT(B)= sup IHT(B +z)I zfiRk a(B, e)= sup ~
IdG(x+z)l. ZeRk J (~B)$
The following lemma gives relationships between these quantities.
Lemma 6. For every Be B the ]ollgwing inequalities hold: a(B) <<. 89 -~ ~dT(Ba/T) ~-~(B, 2a/T)
and
b(B) <~ 89 -b ~dT(B_a/T) "~-a(B, 2a/T)
where a is a constant only depending on k.
Proo/. We have from (4)
HT(Ba/T)= fR Q(Y)H(B~/T+y/T)dy= f,~,< + fI~,>~ =I1+12
where the constant a is chosen so that f lyl<a Q(y)dy = ~, .
~(Ba/T • y/T) >1 F(B).
I G(Ba/T + y/T) --G(B) I < ~z(B, 2a/T) 11 >1 ~ (H(B) -~(B, 2a/T))
Since
H(Ba/T + y/T) >~ --b(Ba/r) , we get
12/> -~b(Ba/r) and finally
dT(B,/r) >~ HT(Ba/r) >1 ~ (H(B) -~(B, 2a/T)) -89
This relation holds even if H(B) is replaced by H(B+z), zERk, and (9) follows. (10) is proved in a similar way, starting from HT(B_a/T).
We now define a sequence of Borel sets B ', v =0, _+ 1, +2, ... in the following way: B ~ = B, and for n ~> 0
B2n+l = (B2n)a/T , B 2n+2 = (B2n+l)_a/T B-2n-1 = (B-2n)_a/T, B -2n-2 = (B-2n 1)a/T.
Using (9) 
a(B) <2 2Na(B 2N) + ~ 2-=a(B n, 2a/T) + 3 ~ 2-=dT(B=).
n =0 n •l Since a(B) is uniformly bounded, we obtain, by letting N--> ~, r162
a(B) <~ ~. 2-na(B ~, 2a/T) + 3 ~ 2-ndT(Bn), n=O n =1
In the same way we get
b(B) < 2-o,(B 2a/T) + 3
n =0 n =1
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Now, from Section 7 we obtain the relations
B-1c B-2n-l c B ~n ~ BO ~ B2~ = B~ + I c B 1
and thus BV2a/T ~ B_ 3a/T and B~a/T ~ B3alT.
Consequently, for every v
~(1~', 2a/T) <~ ~(B, 3a/T)
and finally ( 12) n-1
a(B) <~ 2~(B, SalT) + 3 ~ 2-ndr(B ~)
Estimation of Qt(B, e): Borel sets
The rest of this paper is devoted to the estimation of ~(B, e) and dr(B~), when F(x) =Fn(x), d.f. of the normed sum Y=, and G(x) is given by (3), s~>2. In this section we shall examine ~(B, e) for a subclass B1 of Borel sets B. In Theorem 4 we need the condition lim ~(B, e)= 0 (13) 8-+0 to be able to show that Fn(B)-+aP(B) when n-~oo. The following lemma gives a necessary and sufficient condition for (13). 
Lemma 7. I] G(x) is absolutely continuous and B is a bounded Borel set, then
Thus a(B, e) ~< SUpz f ~(x) dx + ~1 <~ M V((dB),) + KN(6B)~+z)
Since 6B is closed, lim~_.0 (6B)~ =SB, and thus the "if" statement follows from the dominated convergence theorem. On the other hand, if V(5B)>0 then there is a zERk such that S~B~v(x+z) dx=h>O, for otherwise we obtain a contradiction by integrating with respect to z and using Fubini's theorem, and thus ~(B, e)>~h>0 for all e.
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Actually, we are chiefly interested in Borel sets B satisfying a(B, ~)= 0(~), when e ~0, and our purpose is to express a(B, e) as e times a surface integral over (~(Bh) and ~(B_h). I therefore make the following assumptions. For every positive finite ~ and every h, 0<h~<e, those parts of ~(Bh)and 5(B_h) which lie in the sphere ~U are a finite disjoint union of subsets S~, each of which is representable in a system of rectangular coordinates (Yl .... Yk-1, w) by a relation w=/(y), such that /(y) has bounded continuous derivatives of the first two orders for every y in the interior of P~-the projection of S v in the hyperplane w =0, and such that the set of boundary points ~P~ of P~ is of (]c-1)-dimensional Lcbesque measure zero.
The class of sets B satisfying the above conditions and for which V(SB)= 0 is denoted B1. 
Lemma 8. I/ BEB1 and IdG(x)] <~ y)(x)dx, where ~v(x) is continuous and bounded, then a(B,
e
I~(h+v'Q)-#(h'~)<~ ~ fs F(p)dp+~ V(x)dS+~ v=l v JOA
The inequality gives an upper bound of the upper right derivative of/~(h, Q). Since #( +0, ~)=0, we obtain by letting ~-~ (cf. [7] , p. 155) 
|0. Estimation of ~(B, e): convex sets
We also consider the class C of convex Borel sets in Rk. If BEC, then B~ and B~ are both convex, and for every h > 0 we can find a convex polyhedron P such that pc Bcp h (cf. Valentine [10] , p. 143) and thus ~(B, e) differs arbitrarily little from a(P, e) if ~(x) is continuous. The surface integral of a convex surface exists (Busemann [6] , p. 7) and equals the limit of the surface integrals of approximating convex polyhedral surfaces (~P. Thus, the change in the right-hand side of (14) is arbitrarily small if B is replaced by P and thus (14) holds for BEC. The following lemma gives a uniform upper bound of the integral in the righthand side of (14) for BEC. In Section 5 we obtained such results for B E ~ by making full use of the explicit form of the F.T. of the indicator function of a rectangle.
For arbitrary Borel sets B, we shall obtain (19) and (20) by imposing the additional condition that a number of moments of higher order exist. We proceed as follows.
We say that a polynomial ~(z) =0(zl, ..., zk) is a weight polynomial of the r.v. X, if By summing over ~ from I to 2 k, we get
ws~(t) is uniformly bounded (independent of B). The derivative
If ~ < ~, s integer i> 3 and if/(t) satisfies the condition (C), we obtain in the same way with G(x)=G~(x) given by (3) and using Lemma 2b and Lemma 3:
Results
We sum up our results in the following theorems. G~(x) given by (3) The remaining inequalities are proved in the same way, using (21), (18) and (22) respectively.
I Fn(B) -G~(B)]<2a(B, 3an -(s-1~/2) + Cd(n)n-(S-2)/2V(Ban
Specializing to convex Borel sets B and using (15) and (16), we obtain in the same way the following theorem. 
V (Bc/v~ ) = O(n-(k-h)12 )
F. (E) < F~ (B) = O(n-(~-h)/2 ).
It is easy to show by an example that this order of magnitude can actually be attained.
Application 2. I/ BEB 1 is closed, then (~((~B)=OB and thus ~(OB, e)=a(B, e)
. I[ fit < oo 2 < r ~< 3, then we obtain, because Gn (OB) = 0,
Fn((~B) <~Cn-89 sup [S(Bh)+ S(B-h)]
O<h<<.c/V~ and i/B is convex and X has a weight polynomial 
